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About This Game

During the cleanup work Abrix robot got stuck in a room full of containers, crates and other objects. Help him find a way out of
the room.

Abrix the robot is an addictive puzzle game for everyone. Travelling on over 70 different rooms run into various obstacles
whose removal will require to use your head.

Game features:

 70+ different rooms.

 5 levels of difficulty, from beginner's guide to extremely difficult.

 Editor of the rooms allows you to create your own puzzles.

 The opportunity to share your own rooms with your friends via the Steam Workshop.

 Saves in the Cloud Steam, achievements and Steam trading cards.

 The unique soundtrack and available DLC bonus tracks of electronic music composed by Ree-D.
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The game provides over 40 hours of intellectual entertainment ranging from fairly simple puzzles, to the extremely difficult,
forcing the player to maximum effort. You can also create your own rooms with the editor, make them available in the Steam

workshop and invite your friends to play. Challenge them and see if they solve the puzzles designed by you!
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Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
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EJRGames
Publisher:
EJRGames
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2016
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Pop culture nostalgia at its best. This is a wonderful short game that will make an evening incredibly enjoyable and remind you
of the days when SNES was out. It's an adventure game that's easy to pick up and a lot of fun. Plus the music is wonderful. You
can tell this was made with love and all the subtle pop culture references were icing on the cake.. Update: The additional updates
have been exactly what the game needs. More challenge and traps from each room making the journey through the mansion
much more tense. I'd say the controls are a bit awkward (moving with A and D while attacking with Q W E) and the back
tracking through empty spaces kills a bit of the fun, but I can safely say it's enjoyable as it is and headed in the right direction!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I hope they plan on doing some major updates because right now it's incredibly slow paced, extremely dull with many empty
areas, and finally it's extremely easy for a rogue-like game.

The hardest part is convincing yourself it's worth slowly walking through rooms to complete mundane objectives while finding
locked doors forcing you to slowly walk back through all the rooms you went through that are now empty if there were any
enemies in them to begin with. They also overload you with equipment so nothing ever feels like a threat... the only time I ever
really take damage is from falling chandeliers.

Basically, it's boring and there's a major lack of action... the complete opposite of Evil Dead.. This is a game of the year to me.
You can do absolutely whatever you want! It's like an enchanted version of the Sims franchise. EA should really play this game
and learn from what they have missed and done wrong. You can even change name of your profile like no other games! There's
a very open and unlimited character customization so you can make very unique and special characters/ponies. (Yes, there are
ponies instead of humans... isn't that just fantastic?)

Pros:
-Not too much water
-Very unlimited character customization
-Best graphics to date running on Unity Engine (I think)
-Very original
-1000+ hours of gameplay
-Better story than Watch Dogs and some Aiden Pony action
-Huge open world
-Lots of things you can do in the huge open world

Cons:
It's not Call of Duty: Ghost

I would rate it 0,1/10, it's like skyrim without guns! Therefore it's a positive review.. This doesnt work on the 8x4 chassis !.
Good, but hope can add a difficulty setting, so everyone can play the game in the difficulty level ( for example, super easy \/
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easy ) he wants.

easier difficulties should also focus on longer durability of items in usage, except foods.

and easier requirement to get food \/ items \/ scout successfully.

---

Response to Dev comment:

It is not only about creative mode, but in usual mode( the current mode ) also need to have difficulty setting.

If difficulty setting only exist in Creative Mode then it is NOT fun, as no missions and enemies to beat.

Actually any game all having difficulty setting( not in creative mode ), so player can choose the gameplay experience at EXACT
LEVEL at that certain time period he wants.. I got to marry Neptune. Nep\/10 would buy again.. In the short amount of time I
have played this, I can safely say this is something the speed-runners amongst you will REALLY enjoy, and those who love
platformers will too.

First up, the only downsides so far for me have been a controller issue which resolved itself on uninstalling the game and
reinstalling it, and a bug where if i go back into the main menu from a level, the game totally freezes and I have to Ctrl+Alt+Del
and end process.

Other than the above problems I haven't come across anything else that would push the recommendation into NO territory.

Sound effects are great throughout with all the swipes chings and squelches you'd expect from a ninja game.
Voice-overs are cheesy as hell, and some sound a little phoned-in.
Music is awesome, The soundtrack fits the game perfectly.

Graphics and effects are pretty spot-on so far, if a little on the small side of things. Everything moves with beautiful fluidity.

The controls are spot on too, as stated above I had a problem with the controller but a reinstall sorted that out and now
everything is fine. I press jump, he jumps etc.

All in all this is a game I will actually come back to quite a lot, ESPECIALLY with the community designed levels from the
level editor that comes bundled in the game, I can see this one lasting.. I purchased the bundle in which this game comes first in
terms of publishing date, and I tried my level best to play it through, but ultimately this game is too old to be playable. The
content is fun and engaging, if a bit tedious (not using a walk-through is NOT an option unless you enjoy spending hours
bumping through the same five rooms trying to find the one scrap of evidence you're missing...) even including the quiz
structure. But this game was designed to be played fullscreen on a square display and nothing I've tried has allowed me to run it
in windowed mode (no native option, does not support adding "-w" or "-windowed" to the file path, Steam options, etc) the
aspect ratio renders it unplayable. There comes a point in the game in which you must be "stealthy" and it is simply impossible
because nothing can be done about the clipping that comes from playing it on a now-standard wide screen display.
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One of the most boring clicker games... basically, after the first few upgrades, you never need to click again, as idle mode
(online) will be much faster than you can ever click. Worst, there is no tutorial, no welcome or anything, nothing is explained,
and nothing changes from start to finish of the game.
There are some nice unlockable music pieces, and some hidden codes, but thats all and does not save the main game, which is
aboslutely boring (and there is no offline mode either). 2\/10. Avoid!. Amazing game: control takes a bit of getting used to but
after a while of play around with it you get to understand it and how easy it is.. This is one of my favorite indie games!
You control this flying ship which speeds up when you fly downwards and slows down when you fly upwards. So you have to
use momentum and your surroundings (like cannons and bouncy platforms) to your advantage. It feels really nice to glide
through the levels with your ship.
Now let's get to where the game really shines: It has the most excellent level design. Almost every level has multiple ways to
beat it and there's a lot of hidden trophies. The levels are pretty varied, some are like puzzle where you have to find the right
order to push blocks and unlock switches, others are about finger dexterity, where you navigate your ship through narrow
corridors and evade moving hazards.
I also loved the speedrunning aspect of the game, every level has a highscore table where it shows you how fast you were
compared to everybody else. I made it my goal to get into the top 1000 of every level and I had a lot of fun figuring out the
fastest way to beat each level.. Try not to make a sound.
But if you dont do that you cant see where you are walking.
that is basicly Dark Echo.

You only see the silouette of a pair of feet on the ground.
The sound you make when you walk determans how far you can see but then the monsters can hear you if there are any around.
and they will start to hunt you down.

find your wary through mazes with only the sound as your guide and your wits as your means to survive.

I have never seen a game been played like this one.
if you have some good headphones lock them in shut down the light and try not to panic, because they can move through the
smallest cracks where you can not.

Good luck Prey. the hunt has startet.

10/10. The game is fun with friends and all, but not worth the full price. Good game if on a large sale.. I played the second part
and decided to buy the first, good games, I like the atmosphere of loneliness and this terrible music. If the third part came out, I
would buy. Quite the fun little game, even with only 2/3rds of it currently complete. Got a few good secrets if you poke around,
and fairly well balanced (Outside of fighting the crab boss in the hole for the first time... Screw that boss >_>). Only downside
is that it's abit short due to the whole not being complete thing, but oh well.. The physics of this game are as pathetic and lazy an
attempt at a racing game as the effort they put into porting this from XBox - namely zero.
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